Committed to our Environment

Conserving the planet’s resources is a shared mission at KI, one that stirs our deepest convictions. As an environmentally conscious company, we demonstrate this commitment in everything we do – from product design and manufacturing, to packaging and delivery, even the volunteer efforts of our employees.

We act with a sense of urgency to create sustainable solutions, adapt to technology, renew our resources and hold ourselves accountable for every action we take – at every level of our business.
Resource Guide Overview

Your KI Healthcare catalog is designed to work the same way you do. Whether you prefer working offline or online, or whether you prefer detailed information or simply a general overview, this catalog will help you work more efficiently.

Offline resource:
The KI Healthcare catalog is a complete and comprehensive resource for architects, designers and end-users. Inside, you will find current information on the latest trends and key considerations when working within healthcare environments. You’ll also find a detailed product portfolio, as well as an at-a-glance product index showcasing product collections to help you through the specification process.

Online resource:
For those who prefer to work online, the KI Healthcare catalog is linked to ki.com to give you access to even more information and product images.
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Online Answers
Here’s the perfect solution for all your healthcare furniture needs: kihealthcare.com. Get what you need. When you need it. At a moment’s notice.

• Design your way. Full-color furniture selections with informative product copy. Content organized with new tools for the way you work.

• Make it happen. You can use the KI website any way you want—it’s an inspirational, virtual library. Find. Spec. Deliver.

• View furniture by collection and application. KI’s innovative healthcare furniture is now conveniently grouped and cross-referenced by collection and application to make your job easy.

Detailed Product Information
Product detail pages are filled with high-quality images, product dimensions, finish options and links to PDF brochures and up-to-date price lists.
View Product by Application
kihealthcare.com is the perfect place to see KI product installations—grouped by area and function. Click through our image galleries for ideas. Link directly to the product details you need to complete your spec. Quick and easy!

View the Entire Collection
Quickly view all available items in a product offering. Not quite what you’re looking for? KI also showcases related items—products with similar function, but different designs, shapes, leg styles and more.

Resources and Tools
kihealthcare.com makes specifying fast and easy. A few simple mouse clicks instantly takes you to CAD symbols, fabric swatches, paint samples and much more.

See It…Spec It
Inspire creativity with KI’s powerful swatching tool. A fantastic online resource, the swatching tool offers a zoom feature that shows detail to the level of fabric texture. View choices in real time on selected products at kihealthcare.com/gallery.

Industry Articles and Information
Want more? It’s all right here. KI’s Issues and Trends is a collection of great articles and white papers written about healthcare furniture products, and relevant industry-related topics.

Get social with KI!
Looking for new healthcare product ideas or project inspiration? Have a question about a trend shaping the way you plan for healthcare environments? Then get social with KI by following us on our social media channels:
Trend Watch

By 2030, the number of U.S. adults aged 65 and older will double to about 71 million and place unprecedented demands on the nation’s health care system.

—U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

From administering care, to welcoming new babies, to helping patients live fuller, healthier lives, healthcare delivery in all its forms is a remarkable mission. While the mission is steadfast, it is practiced amid steady expectations to transform, adapt and excel.

Every day, healthcare organizations strive to provide quality medical care and promote health and wellness while addressing the constant uncertainties of healthcare—changing demographics, shrinking reimbursements, growing regulatory compliance, escalating staff shortages, heightened environmental concerns and emergent technology.

For the healthcare industry, it seems the greatest challenges and unknowns are forever looming over the horizon.

In significant numbers, the aging Baby Boomers are poised to reshape our healthcare system. More people will be living longer, but also managing more chronic conditions and using more healthcare services.

In response, healthcare construction needs are rapidly evolving. Facilities built or modernized today must anticipate the inevitable and dramatic transformations in the delivery of healthcare.

The hospitals of yesterday look nothing like the hospitals of today, which surely will look nothing like the hospitals of tomorrow.

Addressing the ever-changing nature of healthcare environments requires sustainable solutions and flexible products that support evidence-based design. With genuine understanding and a commitment to innovation, KI provides insightful solutions to help healthcare facilities operate more confidently, efficiently and effectively—today and well into the future.

KI is Already There. Ahead of the Curve. At your Side.

KI fully supports an evidence-based design philosophy by developing products based on credible research to promote the best possible outcomes—products that are therapeutic for patient recovery, supportive of family involvement, efficient for staff performance and restorative for workers under stress.

We continually monitor the industry, examine trends and respond to the changing dynamics of healthcare. As a result, the real needs of healthcare are addressed in our processes and in our industry-tested furniture designs. They reflect the next generation of work solutions and create environments that are caring, comfortable and above all, safe.

Focused on flexibility and committed to sustainability, KI solutions give healthcare organizations welcome peace of mind to design spaces that easily adapt to change and rapidly respond to reformation, all while supporting prudent investment decisions. KI movable walls allow facilities to expand, contract, and grow in alternative directions, further ensuring their fiscal agility and enhancing the desire for quick revenue generation.

Moreover, our furniture and movable wall systems offer optimum comfort, flexibility and privacy to patients, as well as support to families as they become part of the care-giving process. It’s furniture that’s comfortable rather than clinical, yet offers the practicality, durability and functionality appreciated by staff and administration. It’s also designed with a sense of sophistication to meet the high-quality expectations of today’s, and tomorrow’s demanding consumers.

KI solutions further enhance staff performance, supporting mobility, productivity, even morale and retention. Additionally, in an increasingly competitive marketplace, healthcare facilities that desire strong brand differentiation will find compelling inspiration in KI products and services.

From seating and sleepover products, to workstations, storage and textiles, KI is dedicated to one overriding goal—supporting the mission of quality healthcare changes regardless of what the future brings.
Patient-Centered Approach

Environments that Invite, Comfort, Heal.

Uncertainty is a shared experience for patients too, and healthcare facilities can be unsettling places for them. From the moment they arrive, throughout their stays and on follow-up visits, patients are making assumptions about the care they’ll receive and are seeking reassurances.

Healthcare environments play a critical role in how patients interpret the quality of their treatment and view their overall experiences. By creating a healing, nurturing environment, a healthcare facility can enhance its patient-centered care. It can ensure each patient’s comfort, privacy, dignity and respect and help build lasting patient relationships.

Partnering in Patient Advocacy.

KI shares the industry’s unwavering commitment to patient well-being. Utilizing evidence-based design, together we can help reduce patient anxieties, integrate patient-centered care into every corner of a facility’s environment and create uplifting, healing spaces for patients.

The impacts of healthcare environments on patient health, safety, care and outcomes are real. From the healing properties of color to the benefits of private rooms, patient advocacy is in each detail and every surrounding. Nowhere is this more evident than in the patient’s room.

A Room for One, with Space for All.

Patients are treated as guests and patient rooms are no longer cold, utilitarian spaces. Private rooms are the expected standard and their benefits are overwhelming. They help minimize the likelihood of infection spreading from one patient to another, allow families to participate in care giving and reduce environmental stressors such as noise. Private rooms also better support the range of activities that take place there, bridging interaction between patients, families and staff.

Today’s patient-centered facilities rely on KI to help them transform the overall patient experience. Our furniture solutions complement the private room environment with residential aesthetics that are conducive to healing—soothing and homelike, but with the required durability and cleanability needed in healthcare facilities.

As the utilitarian rooms of yesterday give way to comfortable, therapeutic environments, KI’s evidence-based solutions provide added comfort and safety to enhance patient relationships, increase patient satisfaction, and support patient outcomes. Our quality furniture is built specifically for the needs of the healthcare industry.

In fact, safety is the number one factor in the design and development of our furniture solutions. We deliver all the comforts of home, while maintaining utmost safety.

Style joins function in all of KI’s patient-room furniture. Designs with feminine influences help patients feel nurtured and comforted, while our well-built and adaptable structures prolong facility investments.

Quality and Satisfaction – Guaranteed.

If furniture is uncomfortable, then it’s likely the one thing patients will remember about their entire healthcare experience. When furniture does its job, all they’ll remember is the quality care they received.

Built to withstand the rigors of 24/7 use and backed by a KI warranty, KI solutions work seamlessly in the patient-room environment, supporting positive patient experiences and impressive patient satisfaction levels.
Ensuring the well-being of patients is always the primary consideration within healthcare environments. This includes providing furniture and fabrics that foster a healing environment.

### KI Response to Key Healthcare Considerations for the Patient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safe environment</th>
<th>Safety is the most important factor in all design and development; BIFMA standards followed or exceeded.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing patient room footprint</td>
<td>Multi-functional, flexible furniture with mobility that easily facilitates a variety of room arrangements; storage is integrated; customization is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient skin integrity</td>
<td>Breathable fabrics that offer antimicrobial and stain-resistant properties; evidence-based design; solutions developed based on credible research to support the best possible patient outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family &amp; guest accommodations</td>
<td>Sleepover solutions and built-in storage options; intuitively designed for easy use without staff assistance; quality guest seating; desks and worksurfaces for computers, technology, guest activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection control, cleanability</td>
<td>Easy-to-clean fabrics; finishes that stand up to repeated, stringent cleaning-agents; no loose cushions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/7 use</td>
<td>Furniture built to withstand rigorous use; backed by KI warranties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bariatrics</td>
<td>Bariatric furniture built strong yet complements overall aesthetics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patient Satisfaction

For the first time ever, patient satisfaction scores now impact Medicare reimbursements. Patient scores are publicly reported and determine 30% of bonuses.

—Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

Perth® Guest Chair, Perth® Wallsaver Recliner
Safety First

Nearly 2 million people, or 1 in 20 hospitalized patients, experience a healthcare-associated infection, costing $6.65 billion annually.

—Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Briar® Recliner

The Briar® patient recliner not only aids in a patient’s health and well-being, but improves the overall aesthetic of the patient room.

- Three position mechanism provides 70/60/30 degrees of comfort
- Optional IV pole, magazine rack, catheter hook, push bar, locking casters and tablet arm available
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item

Affina® II Recliner

Created by renowned designers Dan Cramer and Paul James, The Affina® II Recliner is highlighted by a central locking caster mechanism and 5” casters, which allow the chair to easily roll. A pull-out footrest and an independent ottoman coupled with a reclining back allow the user to position the chair in a way that provides optimum comfort.

- Optional wingback, IV pole, catheter hook and tablet arm.
- Soft lines and inviting curves
- Available with or without wings
- Contrasting fabric available

Collection Item

Briar® Bariatric Chair


- Safely holds up to 750 pounds
- Seat measures 30” W x 18” D
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item

Briar® Patient Chair

Whether as a stationary chair or with therapeutic motion, the Briar patient chair is built to provide the support and comfort needed and expected in quality healthcare seating.

- Static or motion options
- Optional ottoman
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item

Affina® II Recliner

Briar® Recliner

Briar® Bariatric Chair

Briar® Patient Chair
**Briar® Lounge Sleeper** With its patented, sturdy, welded, structural steel frame and residential feel, the Briar sleeper has all the comforts of home, either as a chair or a sleeper. Available in lounge sleeper or loveseat sleeper models.

- Under-seat storage
- Optional casters on lounge sleepers
- Field replaceable components

*Collection Item*

**Flex™ Bariatric Chair** Extra comfort. Extra width. Extra sturdiness. The perfect solution to accommodate bariatric needs.

- Safely holds up to 750 pounds
- Seat measures 30" W x 20.75" D
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

*Collection Item*

**Flex™ Glider** Its soft curves yet durable design speaks to a patient’s needs while providing an excellent furnishings investment for a healthcare facility.

- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
- Smooth gliding motion

*Collection Item*

**Flex™ Lounge Sleeper** A comfortable, space saving design with convenient under-the-seat storage. One easy pull converts the seat and back into a flat sleep surface. Available in single lounge sleeper or loveseat sleeper models.

- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
- Three configurations to fit in any footprint

*Collection Item*
**Flex™ Recliner** Exhibits the flexible functionality that recovering patients need, while offering three restful positions for reclining.
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Optional IV pole, magazine rack, catheter hook, push bar, locking casters and tablet arm available
- Field replaceable components

*Collection Item*

**LaResta® Day Bed** Innovative. Inviting. Ideal. LaResta day bed is a refreshing solution to the increased demand for sleepover accommodations in patient rooms.
- Comfortably seats four people
- Easy conversion from sofa to sleep surface
- Freestanding or built-in installation
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Variety of arm styles available

*Collection Item*

**Flex™ Patient Chair** The Flex patient chair is unparalleled in comfort and design, with all the features needed to put the mind and body at ease.
- Static or motion options
- Optional ottoman
- Spring steel framework
- Field replaceable components

*Collection Item*
**Perth® Bariatric Chair**  Extra comfort. Extra width. Extra sturdiness. The perfect solution to accommodate bariatric needs.
- Safely holds up to 750 pounds
- Seat measures 29.75” W x 19.75” D
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

**Perth® Lounge Sleeper**  Perth lounge sleepers are first in their class with a patented welded structural steel inner mechanism that provides strength and stability. Solid hardwood arms add beauty and elegance. One easy pull converts the seat and back into a flat sleep surface. Available in single lounge sleeper or loveseat sleeper models.
- Convenient under-seat storage
- Casters optional on lounge sleeper
- Field replaceable components

**Perth® Glider**  Blends dynamic motion with therapeutic comfort to help support recovery.
- Swivels 360 degrees and can rock gently back and forth
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
**Perth® Patient Chair**

Its motion or fixed back paired with an active seat suspension make for remarkably easy entry and exit. Its thoughtful construction provides exceptional support.

- Static or motion options
- Field replaceable components
- Optional ottoman

*Collection Item*

---

**Perth® Recliner**

Aids in the healing process by providing comfort, ease of use and attractive styling. Push bar and locking casters are standard.

- Available as a wallsaver model or with an optional Trendelenburg mechanism
- Three-position mechanism – 70/60/30 degrees – provides patient comfort.
- Optional IV pole, magazine rack, catheter hook, and tablet arm available
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

*Collection Item*

---

**Perth® II Recliner**

The Perth II recliner responds delivering true versatility for changing healthcare environments. Full range of standard options includes a tablet arm, IV pole, catheter hook and magazine pouch.

- Stability is assured with central-locking casters
- Footrest tucks neatly away when not in use
- Space is optimized with the 360-degree rotation that stays within the recliner’s footprint
- Durability is enhanced with Seam Saver™, protecting back seams from daily use

*Collection Item*
Soltice® Glider  The soothing motion of the Soltice glider helps to relax and comfort patients. Designed to swivel a full 360 degrees.

- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
- Stylish design enhances an environment

Collection Item

Soltice® Bariatric Chair  Extra comfort. Extra width. Extra sturdiness. The perfect solution to accommodate bariatric needs. Open or closed arm styles.

- Safely holds up to 750 pounds
- Seat measures 30"W X 18.75"D
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item

Soltice® Patient Chair  This chair is uniquely designed to provide patient comfort and support. Available in both stationary and motion models.

- Static or motion options
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item
Soltice® Recliner  The classic styling of the Soltice recliner creates a warm residential feel to enhance the recovery process. Push bar and locking casters are standard.

- Three-position mechanism provides 70/60/30 degrees of reclining comfort
- Optional Trendelenburg mechanism
- Optional IV pole, magazine rack, catheter hook, and tablet arm available
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item

Soltice® II Recliner  The versatile Soltice II recliner can be configured for use in various areas within a healthcare facility. The result is a responsive healthcare solution that is durable, intuitive and elegant. Full range of standard options includes a tablet arm, IV pole, catheter hook and magazine pouch.

- Stability is assured with central-locking casters
- Footrest tucks neatly away when not in use
- Space is optimized with the 360-degree rotation that stays within the recliner’s footprint
- Durability is enhanced with Seam Saver™, protecting back seams from daily use

Collection Item

Soltice® Lounge Sleeper  The ultimate combination of beauty and function, the Soltice sleeper easily accommodates guests and their belongings. One easy pull converts the seat and back into a flat sleep surface. Available in single lounge sleeper or loveseat sleeper models.

- Under-seat storage
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
- Casters standard on lounge sleeper

Collection Item
Three® Bariatric Chair  Extra comfort. Extra width. Extra sturdiness. The perfect solution to accommodate bariatric needs.
- Safely holds up to 750 pounds
- Seat measures 29.5"W X 19"D
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Three® Lounge Sleeper  Designed to put patients and their guests at ease with inviting, stylish seating options that create a relaxing, warm atmosphere. One easy pull converts the seat and back into a flat sleep surface. Available in single lounge sleeper or loveseat sleeper models.
- Under-seat storage
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
- Optional casters on lounge sleeper

Three® Sleeper Recliner  A comfortable, sturdy sitting and sleeping solution.
- Unlimited range of positions from sitting to full recline
- Extends to a flat sleep surface 25" wide and 79" long
- Optional Trendelenburg mechanism
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Three® II Recliner  The Three II Recliner delivers, with impressive efficiency that supports both staff productivity and the changing nature of patient care. Full range of standard options includes a tablet arm, IV pole, catheter hook and magazine pouch.
- Stability is assured with central-locking casters
- Footrest tucks neatly away when not in use
- Space is optimized with the 360-degree rotation that stays within the recliner’s footprint
- Durability is enhanced with Seam Saver,™ protecting back seams from daily use

Collection Item

Collection Item
**Dante™ Casegoods** Dante laminate casegoods provide durable, attractive storage solutions adaptable to a wide range of environments. With a diverse range of configurations and options, Dante responds to the most challenging space planning and storage needs.

- Includes bench wardrobe, bedside cabinet, chest, dresser, armoire, wardrobe and bench
- Durable construction and lifetime warranty
- Multiple pull, base and edge styles
- Various laminate color options

**Rose™ Chair** Its distinctive dynamic motion therapeutically reduces anxiety and promotes circulation and relaxation.

- Push bar and rear tilt wheels allow for easy mobility of the chair
- Available in sled base, four-leg and wood frame
- Field replaceable components
- Optional upholstered seat and back covers

**Medical & Laboratory Stools** Combining comfort with a high level of functionality, KI’s stools are ideal for medical and laboratory applications. Choose from four styles that are durably constructed to withstand rigorous use.

- Available with pneumatic hand or foot-operated height adjustability
- Soft black safety casters reduce surface markings
- Field replaceable components
Extending the Caregiving Team.

Whether welcoming a new baby to the family, or comforting someone in recovery, families share patients’ anxieties and uncertainties, joys and sorrows. Families have increasingly become an important part of the patient’s care team and can have a positive influence on patient outcomes. They play an active role on the team, often staying in patient rooms overnight and for extended periods.

Technology and the media have put more medical information at consumer’s fingertips. As a result, family members feel more informed and empowered to provide better care and support for their loved one.

Inpatient stays are getting shorter. The more involved families can be while their loved ones are hospitalized, the easier it will be for them to continue care once patients have been discharged. This is another reason healthcare facilities actively encourage family involvement.

A Family of Products for Families of Patients.

KI can help incorporate family friendly spaces throughout a facility, as comfortable waiting areas or within patient rooms. Our multi-functional, flexible furniture optimizes space and efficiently supports family participation in the care process.

KI furniture plays an important role in alleviating stress and in creating a relaxed, residential atmosphere for family members. Through evidence-based furniture design and placement, waiting areas become welcoming environments, ideal for intimate gatherings and private conversations. Family waiting areas reflect relaxed retreats, providing families with comfortable furniture.

Always safe, user-friendly and highly intuitive, KI healthcare furniture solutions accommodate guests from a wide range of ages and physical capabilities, and include practical, durable features to withstand the rigors of 24/7 use.

Supporting the Changing Family Dynamic.

Families of patients are no longer just the spouse, or only mom and dad. Large, extended, and mixed families increasingly make up a patient’s care-giving community.

As a result, healthcare facilities are actively rethinking building design to accommodate the changing family dynamic, cultural factors, and psychosocial influences that have led to increased family involvement in patient care. This shift impacts both the type of furniture required in various facility locations – such as waiting areas and patient rooms – as well as the quantity.
The Comforts of Home.

Providing family members with generous, in-room guest seating and comfortable sleep solutions is paramount to family support. KI’s award-winning guest seating, tables and sleepover solutions empower families to make the space their “home away from home.”

In fact, we pioneered the field of sleepover solutions—a prime example of evidence-based design—and continue to introduce innovative designs that lead the industry.

KI sleepover solutions efficiently meet the demand for guest accommodations. They are designed to allow optimum use within the often-limited and widely varied footprint of the patient room.

Our sleepover solutions not only keep families close by, but they also provide an extra level of comfort to aid guests in getting ample rest. They feature smooth sleeping surfaces and offer a longer, wider sleeping area. Our intuitive designs also allow guests to effortlessly convert the units to a sleeper or sofa without staff assistance.

Equally important are the elements of safety and cleanability. Designed with built-in cushions that never touch the floor, our sleepover products support a clean and safe environment. All textiles are easy to clean and offer antimicrobial and stain-resistant properties.

To further accommodate overnight guests, KI sleepover units feature built-in storage. Such integrated storage compartments maximize limited room space and provide guests with convenient places to store belongings, preventing them from feeling as though they’re ever in the way of care delivery. In-room desks and worksurfaces support additional guest needs and activities, from accommodating technology to providing a convenient place for books and magazines.

Supporting Family.

Family involvement can be expected and effective. With it, patient healing is enhanced and patient satisfaction increases. KI solutions help to successfully engage family members and adequately accommodate their daily and overnight needs.

The role of the family is vital to a healing environment. Hospitals worldwide are recognizing the positive impact family members can have on their loved ones during the healing process. As a result, healthcare institutions are transforming their facilities to better accommodate the needs of families.

### KI Response to Key Healthcare Considerations for the Families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safe environment</th>
<th>Safety is the most important factor in all design and development; BIFMA standards followed or exceeded.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing patient room footprint</td>
<td>Multi-functional, flexible furniture with mobility that easily facilitates a variety of room arrangements; storage is integrated; customization is available; evidence-based design; solutions developed based on credible research to support the best possible outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family &amp; guest accommodations</td>
<td>Sleepover solutions and built-in storage options; intuitively designed for easy use without staff assistance; quality guest seating; desks and work surfaces for computers, technology, guest activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection control, cleanability</td>
<td>Easy-to-clean fabrics; finishes that stand up to repeated, stringent cleaning-agents; no loose cushions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/7 use</td>
<td>Furniture built to withstand rigorous use; backed by KI warranties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bariatrics</td>
<td>Bariatric furniture built strong yet complements overall aesthetics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Working as a Team

Healthcare happens most effectively when practitioners work highly interdependently in well-functioning teams with active participation by patients and families.

—The Center for Health Design
Lyra® Lounge Club Seating and Table, Aristotle™ Casegoods

Soltice® Guest Chairs, Soltice® Table
Affina® Lounge Seating  Sophisticated and elegant lines. High-back or low-back and closed arm, open arm and armless versions.

- Closed arm and armless high-back chairs have the option of a wingback.
- Top stitching accentuates the attention to detail with which each piece is crafted

Collection Item

Affina® Multiple Seating  Comes in 1-, 2- and 3-seat versions as well as a complete line of connecting tables. The chairs feature field-replaceable components and the elegance and sophistication that are synonymous with the Affina® collection.

- Soft lines and inviting curves
- All chairs are inherently "wall saver" in nature by virtue of the rear leg design
- Contrasting fabric available

Collection Item

Affina® Guest Chair  An elegant and sophisticated comprehensive healthcare collection that allows for visual continuity from the lobby to the patient room.

- Soft lines and inviting curves
- Armless, open or closed arms
- Contrasting fabric available

Collection Item
**Arissa® Collection** A revolutionary universal lobby/lounge seating collection that blends form, scale and carefully crafted geometry allowing virtually any user, regardless of size, to sit comfortably.

- Arm chair, arm chair with wood armcaps, loveseat, and loveseat with wood armcaps
- Patent-pending seat geometry that supports up to 750 pounds
- Field replaceable components
- Optional wood accents
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Briar® Multiple Seating** Whether you need to maximize space or direct traffic flow, you can achieve it with Briar. Unique versatility. Outstanding quality. Unlimited design possibilities.

- Closed and open arm versions available in one-two-and three-seat units and a loveseat
- Four connecting table choices
- Solid wood arms and steel seat frame
- Field replaceable components
- Optional polyurethane armcaps
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Logix® System** Gives you endless options – seating, tables, planters and more that stand back to back, end to end or all alone. Easy to arrange and reconfigure.

- Two-piece molded fiberglass constructions with cushioned seats
- Tables in two heights (12” and 17”), numerous shapes with laminate or fiberglass tops
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components
- Optional moisture barrier

**Flex™ Multiple Seating** A flexible, effective solution for both small and large spaces. Incorporates comfort, durability and versatility.

- Easy connect elements make it simple to add ganged seating or tables
- Solid wood arms and steel seat frames
- Field replaceable components
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Collection Item**
Lyra™ Collection

The Lyra collection is a fresh, modern interpretation of a classic design iconography that provides a powerful, yet understated visual language to complement virtually any environment.

- Simple form and elegance
- Designed with sustainability in mind
- Creates visually compelling yet functional spaces
- Employs a variety of mixed media in its construction

Collection Item

Perth® Multiple Seating

Soft lines, gentle curves and a multitude of design options allow for creative seating configurations within your space. The active seat suspension and high-density foam back provide added comfort.

- Open and closed arm styles
- Five table connections available
- Solid wood arms and steel seat frames
- Field replaceable components
- Optional polyurethane armcaps
- Clean out area between seat and back

Collection Item

Promenade® Multiple Seating

Versatile and adaptable, Promenade seating system can be configured to meet your demands. The modular design and beam-anchoring system make reconfigurations easy.

- Indoor and outdoor use
- Seats, benches, cubes, squares, half rounds, tables, planters and receptacles available
- Structural steel seat frame provides strength and stability
- Field replaceable components

Collection Item

Soltice® Multiple Seating

The classic, elegant style of Soltice multiple seating provides a warm, residential feel for a more relaxing environment.

- Closed, open arm and armless styles
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Field replaceable components
- Optional polyurethane armcaps
- Clean out area between seat and back

Collection Item
Lobby / Lounge

**Cinturon™ Lounge Seating** A lounge seating solution that is both stimulating and distinct, Cinturon complements your flair for creativity and design.
- Chair, loveseat and sofa available
- Rounded contoured arms
- Solid wood construction cushion detailing
- Contrasting welt option
- Exquisitely crafted and unique

**Three® Multiple Seating** A stylish, comfortable seating option that provides a warm, relaxing and homelike atmosphere. Available in three seating scales.
- Removable seating and back cushions for easy cleanability
- Active suspension system for exceptional support, flexibility and comfort
- Solid wood construction
- Optional polyurethane armcaps

**Cody™ Lounge Seating** With its rounded arm fronts and rolled seat back, Cody creates a harmonic mix of straight and curved lines.
- Chair, loveseat, sofa and tablet arm chair
- Wood armcap
- Reversible seat cushion
- Solid wood construction

**Jessa™ Lounge Seating** Jessa’s slender design and higher back offer unparalleled support and styling.
- Chair, loveseat, sofa and tablet arm chair
- Upholstered or wood armcaps
- Solid wood construction
Hub® Modular Lounge Collection  This versatile modular seating collection defines space and enhances flexibility in multiple environments. Hub’s comprehensive statement of line features lounge chairs, sofas, tables, ottomans, benches, wedges, and more – all of which can be arranged into compelling modular configurations or used as individual pieces.

- Laminate backs provide a unique design element and chase for power modules
- Access to power via retractable electrical unit
- Locking gangers add stability to units
- Sled base allows for easy reconfiguration
- Optional privacy screens offer visual privacy
Lobby / Lounge

**Sela™ Lounge Collection** The Sela lounge collection is designed for informal spaces and lounge areas. Highly durable and exceptionally comfortable, Sela readily welcomes users and responds to all the ways individuals relax, relate, congregate or learn.
- Complements any environments with its sophisticated styling
- Increased seat angle offers maximum comfort
- Sled base allows for easy mobility
- Wide-panel arm supports optional tablet arm

**Relax™ Lounge Seating** Embodies all the functionality and design innovation of a durable lounge chair while providing a unique and flexible workstation.
- Motion back provides comfort
- Optional tablet arm and casters
- Solid wood construction

**Mesa™ Lounge Seating** Mesa seating is perfect for any area that requires stylish and comfortable lounge furniture. Whether in a solid fabric or in contrasting colors and texture, Mesa’s upholstery options help you blend your entire color scheme.
- Chair, loveseat and sofa
- Contrasting fabric options
- Solid wood construction
- Complementary Quatro™ guest chair

**Soltice® Lounge Seating** Features sophisticated, classic lines softened by feminine sensibility – simple, natural with a human touch. Soltice lounge seating presents a clean, comfortable environment with aesthetics that resemble furniture found in fine hotels.
- Lounge chair, loveseat, sofa, bariatric chair
- Upholstered or wood armcaps
- Easy to clean components
- Solid wood construction
- Field replaceable components

**Collection Item**
**Tea Cup™ Lounge Seating** Full of character, design appeal and inspiration – Tea Cup seating redefines the definition of form versus function. Whether in contrasting fabrics or leathers, the design opportunities are endless.

- Chair, loveseat and tablet arm chair
- Upholstered or wood armcaps
- Brushed, polished or powdercoated turned aluminum legs
- Scooped single or double convex seats on loveseats
- Solid wood construction

**Three® Lounge Seating** Three lounge seating offers the flexibility to choose between three seating scales providing a stylish seating option for any environment.

- Lounge chair, loveseat, sofa, bench and bariatric chair
- Upholstered or wood armcaps
- Solid wood construction

**Kurv™ Bench** The mix of metal, wood, upholstery and glass the Kurv bench group offers is extraordinary. This contemporary collection is not only versatile and flexible, but is a beautiful example of exceptional craftsmanship and quality.

- Chair, bench, upholstered corner element and corner table.
- Tufted bench option
- Arched back support
- Straight or angled configurations

**Neena™ Bench** Solid hardwood legs accentuate Neena’s graceful style.

- Creative, sophisticated, unique
- 48” or 60” widths
**Aston™ Guest Chair** The timeless design of the Aston chair makes it an elegant choice for any setting. Its curved upholstered back provides exceptional comfort and support while its arcing, slightly rolled wood back rail adds rich detail.
- Sculpted legs and arms
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Solid construction

**Bantam™ Guest Chair** Practical design with superior detail. Its clean and timeless lines exemplify simplicity while remaining contemporary.
- Versatile, durable and comfortable
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Simple sophistication and subtle detail

**Briar® Guest Chair** Extremely versatile, the Briar guest chair meets design needs without sacrificing comfort, convenience or quality.
- Closed and open arm styles
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Field replaceable components
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Flex™ Guest Chair** With versatility as flexible as its name suggests, the Flex guest chair is a comfortable and effective solution for all seating needs.
- Closed and open arm styles
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Field replaceable components
- Clean out area between seat and back
**Perth® Guest Chair** The soft lines and gentle curves of the Perth guest chair create a variety of design options to meet long-term seating needs.
- Closed and open arm styles
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Field replaceable components
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Quatro™ Guest Chair** With its beautifully exposed hardwood arms, Quatro seating exhibits a stylish charm that is adaptable and accommodating.
- Able to stack four high
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Infinite upholstery and leather selections

**Soltice® Guest Chair** The Soltice guest chair has an elegantly transitional style. Its residential feel creates a more relaxing environment.
- Closed, open arm, or armless styles
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Daylight®** Daylight is the first chair of its kind to feature both a mesh seat and a mesh back. What does this mean to you? Exceptional comfort. Mesh conforms to and cradles your body.
- Stacks 44 high on dolly (12 high on floor)
- Mesh seat and back in three colors
- Weighs just 9 lbs.
- Ganging
**Matrix® Chair** High-density stack chair with an ergonomically conceived design. The compound curved seat and backrest provide a unique level of comfort and support.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly seat and back or upholstery options
- Sled base frame
- Field replaceable components

**Maestro® Chair** An economical high-density stack chair with superior durability. Available in armless or tablet arm.
- Sled base frame
- Integrated handle on back
- High-density stacking up to 38 chairs
- Field replaceable components

**Grazie™ Seating - Stack** Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Grazie Seating provides the ultimate in comfort with its patented Perfect Pivot™.
- 4-leg or sled base
- Arms, armless, or tablet arm
- Poly or upholstered
- Stacks 12 high on dolly (5 high on floor)
Collection: sled base or 4-leg stack, 4-leg stack with casters, café stool, task chair, and task stool

**MI6® Seating** Designed by Allesandro Piretti, MI6 Seating is a mobile and affordable nesting option.
- Arms, armless, or tablet arm
- Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
Opt4® Chair  Opt4 responds to the need for an easy-to-carry, easy-to-stack, easy-to-clean and easy-to-move chair. The mesh/mesh style weighs a mere 7.3 pounds – the lightest high-density stack chair available.

- Stacks 40 high on dolly (10 high on floor) for efficient storage
- Mix and match design and price options: mesh/mesh, mesh/poly, poly/mesh, poly/poly
- Three colors: black, stone grey, white
- Choose ganging or non-ganging glides


- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly seat and back or upholstery options
- Sled base frame
- Stacks up to 25 high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

Piretti Stack Chair  Combines clean style with "personalized" flex-back comfort. An innovative mechanism instantly adjusts back tension to match the user’s weight.

- Four-leg or sled base styles with or without arms, tablets and bookracks
- Upholstered or polypropylene
- Ganging option
- Field replaceable components

Rapture® Chair  A versatile stack chair with contemporary design. Superior comfort at an affordable price.

- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly back has dimpled detail and lip handle
- Casters or glides
- Field replaceable components
- Wallsaver option
**Versa® Chair**  A small-scale guest chair with big comfort. Versatile. Functional. Durable.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Basic, Standard, Conference or Junior styles
- Four frame styles (four-leg, sled base, wallsaver or basic)
- Field replaceable components

**Strive® Chair**  With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, the Strive chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points.
- Cantilevered or loop arms, armless or with tablet
- Upholstered or poly seat
- Optional casters for mobility

**Torsion® Stack Chair**  Exceptional ergonomic comfort at a moderate price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment.
- Arms or armless
- Flex back
- Three frame styles (four-leg, sled base and cantilevered sled base)
- Stacks up to six high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

**Torsion Air® Stack Chair**  Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression, breathability, and exceptional comfort.
- 4-leg or sled base stack
- Arms, armless, or tablet arm
- Black or grey mesh back, upholstered seat

**Versa® Chair**  A small-scale guest chair with big comfort.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Basic, Standard, Conference or Junior styles
- Four frame styles (four-leg, sled base, wallsaver or basic)
- Field replaceable components
**Xylon® Chair** An exciting design executed in wood. The mobile back and contoured seat and back provide comfort during extended use.
- Arms or armless
- Metal frame
- Stacks eight high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

**Briar® Table** Tables that offer form and function. Classic lines. Unique detailing.
- Solid hardwood construction
- Club, lamp and coffee tables
- Available in three top shapes and several heights
- Variety of standard and custom finishes
- Choice of wood veneer or laminate top surfaces
- Optional custom finish available

**Affina® Occasional Tables** An elegant and sophisticated complement to Affina lounge and multiple seating products. Designed by Dan Cramer and Paul James, Affina® occasional tables are offered in a variety of sizes and heights with the option of laminate or veneer tops.
- Available in six wood stains and a wide variety of Pallas Textiles and select KI ingrade upholsteries

**Devon™ Table** Tables with personality and style. Outstanding quality. Understated elegance.
- Solid hardwood construction
- Club, coffee, end and console tables
- Wood veneer top with a variety of wood finishes
- Black edge line detail on tops
Focused on Families: Lobby / Lounge

**Lobby / Lounge**

**RADO™ Table** Its unusual angles and exceptional eye-appeal bring a confident, stylish accent to any space. Contemporary flair with modern, aluminum legs. Exceptional durability. Innovative design.
- Solid hardwood construction
- Club, lamp and coffee tables
- Choice of wood veneer or laminate top surfaces
- Optional custom finish available

**Soltíce® Table** Designer-driven with a clean, modern aesthetic and residential feel, the Soltíce tables are ideal for a variety of applications.
- Available in both freestanding and connecting versions
- Choice of wood veneer or laminate top surfaces
- Available in all KI standard laminates and stains
- Solid hardwood construction

**Flex™ Table** A harmonic arrangement of tables in multiple heights, shapes and wood finishes. Simple. Classic. Stylish.
- Solid hardwood construction
- Club, coffee, end and console tables
- Choice of wood veneer or laminate top surfaces
- Optional custom finish available

**Lyra® Table** The Lyra Collection features a fresh, modern interpretation of a classic design that provides a powerful, yet understated visual language to complement virtually any environment.
- Three base styles: lounge (sled base), parlor (wood base), and club (pedestal base)
- Various sizes from end tables to coffee tables
- Choice of wood veneer or laminate top surfaces
- Optional custom finish available

**Lyra® Table**

**RADO™ Table**

**Flex™ Table**

**Soltíce® Table**
Dining / Café

Strive® Stools

Athens® Table, Silhouette® Chairs

Focused on Families: Dining / Café
**Café Stools** Stool-height seating to match the seating in your main dining area. Variety of styles and materials to choose from. Available with poly seat and back for a great value, great look and easy maintenance.

From left:
- Rapture stools – poly or upholstered with curved profile
- Silhouette stools – poly or upholstered with slight flex back
- Versa stools – poly, wood or upholstered with timeless style
- Strive – Poly seat and back, upholstered seat or upholstered seat and back
- Field replaceable components

**Daylight®** Daylight is the first chair of its kind to feature both a mesh seat and a mesh back. What does this mean to you? Exceptional comfort. Mesh conforms to and cradles your body.
- Stacks 44 high on dolly (12 high on floor)
- Mesh seat and back in three colors
- Weighs just 9 lbs.
- Ganging

**Itoki DP™ Chair** This fresh, yet classic form joins two plyform shells into a uniquely inviting shape. It reflects compelling brands, unique cultures and unmistakable identities. Equally as functional as it is elegant, the DP chair’s distinct design feels right in a multitude of settings.
- Cushioned seat or cushioned seat and back
- Chrome frame
- Natural on walnut wood finish
- Black or red upholstery

**Maestro® Chair** An economical high-density stack chair with superior durability. Available in armless or tablet arm.
- Sled base frame
- Integrated handle on back
- High-density stacking up to 38 chairs
- Field replaceable components
Dining / Café

**Matrix® Chair**  High-density stack chair with an ergonomically conceived design. The compound curved seat and backrest provide a unique level of comfort and support.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly seat and back or upholstery options
- Sled base frame
- Field replaceable components

**Opt4® Chair** Opt4 responds to the need for an easy-to-carry, easy-to-stack, easy-to-clean and easy-to-move chair. The mesh/mesh style weighs a mere 7.3 pounds — the lightest high-density stack chair available.
- Stacks 40 high on dolly (10 high on floor) for efficient storage
- Mix and match design and price options: mesh/mesh, mesh/poly, poly/mesh, poly/poly

**Perry® Chair**  A high-density stack chair with an elegant appeal. Durable. Versatile. Comfortable.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly seat and back or upholstery options
- Sled base frame
- Stacks up to 25 high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

**Piretti Stack Chair** Combines clean style with “personalized” flex-back comfort. An innovative mechanism instantly adjusts back tension to match the user’s weight.
- Four-leg or sled base styles with or without arms, tablets and bookracks
- Upholstered or polypropylene
- Ganging option
- Field replaceable components
**Silhouette® Chair** A unique blend of elegant design, affordability and exceptional quality. The flex back and contoured shell minimize pressure points for remarkable comfort.
- Arms or armless
- Chair or stool
- Nylon shell or upholstered
- Field replaceable components

**Rapture® Chair** A versatile stack chair with contemporary design. Superior comfort at an affordable price.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly back has dimpled detail and lip handle
- Casters or glides
- Field replaceable components
- Wallsaver option

**Strive® Chair** With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, the Strive chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points.
- Cantilevered or loop arms, armless or with tablet
- Upholstered or poly seat
- Optional casters for mobility

**Torsion Air® Stack Chair** Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression, breathability, and exceptional comfort.
- 4-leg or sled base stack
- Arms, armless, or tablet arm
- Black or grey mesh back, upholstered seat
Athens® Table

Athens tables bring people together, inspiring conversation and collaboration. Available in a variety of sizes and finishes.

- Three base styles in two standard heights
- Laminate or wood veneer top
- Steel and aluminum bases
- Field replaceable components

Versa® Chair


- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Basic, Standard, Conference or Junior styles
- Four frame styles (4-leg, sled base, wallsaver or basic)
- Field replaceable components

Xylon® Chair

An exciting design executed in wood. The mobile back and contoured seat and back provide comfort during extended use.

- Arms or armless
- Metal frame
- Stacks eight high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

Torsion® Stack Chair

Exceptional ergonomic comfort at a moderate price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment.

- Arms or armless
- Flex back
- Three frame styles (four-leg, sled base and cantilevered sled base)
- Stacks up to six high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

Torsion® Stack Chair

Exceptional ergonomic comfort at a moderate price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment.

- Arms or armless
- Flex back
- Three frame styles (four-leg, sled base and cantilevered sled base)
- Stacks up to six high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

Versa® Chair


- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Basic, Standard, Conference or Junior styles
- Four frame styles (4-leg, sled base, wallsaver or basic)
- Field replaceable components

Xylon® Chair

An exciting design executed in wood. The mobile back and contoured seat and back provide comfort during extended use.

- Arms or armless
- Metal frame
- Stacks eight high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

Athens® Table

Athens tables bring people together, inspiring conversation and collaboration. Available in a variety of sizes and finishes.

- Three base styles in two standard heights
- Laminate or wood veneer top
- Steel and aluminum bases
- Field replaceable components
**Barron® Table** Greater selection. Superior reliability. At no extra charge. Classic styling in every shape and size.
- Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
- Three base styles and field-installable rolling Barron base
- Multiple table shapes and edge styles
- Field replaceable components

**Portico™ Table** A fresh look. A colorful accent. A perfect complement. The elliptical steel tubing reflects a contemporary style.
- Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
- Three base styles, four edge styles
- Eight table shapes
- Color matching trim available
- Field replaceable components

**Venue® Table** A custom table that's as versatile as it is beautiful.
- Available in veneer and laminate
- Numerous base, edge and finish options
- Field replaceable components

**Reclaim® & Other Receptacles** Clean, simple containers with easy-to-read labels. Discreetly convenient. Aesthetically agreeable. Indoor and outdoor use.
- Centers feature two, three or four oval openings
- Containers in four sizes with five types of openings
- Lift-off tops for easy cleaning
Supporting the Staff

Designing a Rewarding Environment.

Nowhere is industry uncertainty greater than in the healthcare trenches. Patient conditions improve and decline, new modalities and technologies are adopted, compliance rules and regulations change.

A well-structured healthcare environment reduces the demands on medical staff and is critical to their performance and safety. By creating a positive, comfortable and highly flexible workplace, an organization supports worker competence and promotes productivity. Not only can the environment reduce errors and increase care effectiveness and efficiencies, it also boosts morale and increases job satisfaction. It can further influence three other factors important to quality care—turnover, recruitment and retention.

A facility’s environment must likewise support rapid changes in medical and information technology, evolving workflow systems, issues of compliance and patient privacy.

Administrative and support staff also depend on proficiently designed workplaces to meet their current responsibilities while addressing the inevitable digital future of paperless and wireless healthcare.

Understanding Your Needs. Delivering Solutions.

From patient-care areas to administrative offices, KI builds hardworking, evidence-based workplace solutions that effectively address the ever-changing nature of healthcare.

With an emphasis on safety, our superior-quality furniture and work systems secure a productive and rewarding workplace. They help to improve outcomes, support wellness delivery and keep space as efficient as possible.

KI solutions are essential for supporting the specialized dynamics of healthcare facilities, with elements that improve access between staff and patients and foster better communications. KI furniture delivers mobility, flexibility, user-friendly mechanisms, cleanability, durability, smart space-saving advantages and better aesthetics.

Current care delivery models together with technology give today’s staff more valuable patient time. While healthcare has moved toward decentralized nurses’ stations as one example, there’s still a need for space that encourages shared communication and team building. KI responds with products like mobile desking and charting stations.

Our highly adaptable seating and height-adjustable desking further address mobility, safety, well-being and productivity. They’re ergonomically designed to provide superior back support, and reduce fatigue through a more healthy and productive sit-stand style of working. Adaptability further supports staff work practices, bedside charting tasks and changes in shifts and users.

KI products help to assure the utmost patient privacy and maintain HIPAA compliance. Whether enclosing patient registration, buffering waiting areas, or surrounding workstations, we offer products and suggestions to help support HIPAA compliance.
Optimizing Administrative Office Areas.

Addressing the ever-changing nature of healthcare environments requires sustainable solutions and flexible products that support evidence-based design. With genuine understanding and a commitment to innovation, KI provides insightful solutions to help healthcare facilities.

The variety of professions working throughout various office spaces, and their different work styles, preferences and needs demand a variety of furniture considerations. KI offers a wide range of quality systems and components to optimize space in administrative areas and create fluid, flexible environments.

Comfortable and durable, KI furniture easily adapts to changing office needs. Height-adjustable desking and seating, and other ergonomically friendly elements allow users to choose from a variety of working positions regardless of their specific body dimensions.

Adjustable privacy screens and panels can be attached to desking units to create configurations that support private or interactive workspaces. To maintain the appearance of clean and organized workspaces, power and data can be discreetly managed through modules or hardwiring under table surfaces.

KI’s movable walls further provide a welcome level of flexibility and ease. Comprised of only a few basic parts, our walls can be installed quickly and with minimal disruption. Their effortless movement allows for the quick reconfiguration of workspace based on changes in its use or in the number of employees who must work there.

Additionally, our movable walls can be refurbished, rearranged, reupholstered and easily reconfigured without requiring new building materials, which minimizes renovation waste and optimizes budgets. Because there’s no demolition, there’s never any drywall dust, mess, noise or harmful fumes.

Equally important is KI’s longstanding commitment to the healthcare furniture market. Clients can easily standardize on KI’s administrative product portfolio, and feel confident that they’re working with a partner who will provide critical long-term strategic and product support, as well as business stability.

Personalized Solutions.

For those environments that require a unique product solution, KI is the perfect choice. We’ve built our reputation—and our business processes—around meeting the exacting demands of our customers. Whether it’s tailoring an existing product or developing a total custom solution, we’re committed to meeting unique and specific requirements.

—in a study of 4,512 Scottish men, those who spent two-plus hours a day in front of a screen were twice as likely to suffer a heart attack than those who didn’t. Further, those who spent four-plus hours were 50 percent more likely to die of any cause. According to the study, the statistics were unaffected by whether or not the men said they exercised on a regular basis.

—Journal of the American College of Cardiology

Take A Stand For Your Health

In a study of 4,512 Scottish men, those who spent two-plus hours a day in front of a screen were twice as likely to suffer a heart attack than those who didn’t. Further, those who spent four-plus hours were 50 percent more likely to die of any cause. According to the study, the statistics were unaffected by whether or not the men said they exercised on a regular basis.

—Journal of the American College of Cardiology

Toggle™ Adjustable Tables

700 Series® Curve, Balance® Overheads, Engage® Task Chair, WireWorks® Panel System
Well-designed healthcare environments can keep every employee safe and productive. KI’s high-performance solutions help support peak performance efforts, from patient floor to admin door and every point in between.

**KI Response to Key Healthcare Considerations for the Staff**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consideration</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safe environment</td>
<td>Safety is the most important factor in all design and development; BIFMA standards followed or exceeded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing patient room footprint</td>
<td>Multi-functional, flexible furniture with mobility that easily facilitates a variety of room arrangements; storage is integrated; customization is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/7 use</td>
<td>Furniture built to withstand rigorous use; backed by KI warranties; evidence-based design; solutions developed based on credible research to support the best possible outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bariatrics</td>
<td>Bariatric furniture built strong yet complements overall aesthetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Field replaceable components that allow simple part replacements when needed; classic designs that maintain integrity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical demands on nursing staff, repetitive activities of administrative workers</td>
<td>Ergonomic solutions that reduce pain and injuries; products that offer easy mobility, adjustability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift workers and multiple users in workspaces</td>
<td>Workstations that allow task diversity and include height-adjustable desking and seating to support sit-stand working style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized nurse station design</td>
<td>Mobile desking, charting stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased technology and documentation activities</td>
<td>Adaptable computer workstations, height-adjustable seating and desking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise levels, privacy needs, HIPAA compliance issues</td>
<td>Movable walls with acoustical properties; systems that ensure privacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusting to facility space planning needs</td>
<td>Movable walls; flexible, easily reconfigured workstations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Healthcare Facts

The hospital industry is the second largest private-sector employer in the U.S., employing more than 5.4 million people.

—American Hospital Association
Training / Conference

Synthesis™ Table, Versa™ Chairs

DataLink™ Tables, Piretti 2000 Series™ Task Chairs
**Concerto® Auditorium Seating** Contoured comfort and contemporary design. Space efficient and technologically advanced. Power/data access and tablet arms let you adapt auditoriums to multi-purpose use.

- Wood, steel, laminate or plastic end panel inserts
- Optional wood back panels and armcaps
- Optional acoustical seat pans

**Lancaster® Auditorium Seating** Plush comfort. Power and data access. Low life-cycle costs. Lancaster seating is built to ensure trouble-free longevity and easy maintenance.

- Wood, laminate or plastic end panels
- Wood or plastic arm caps and back panels
- Optional acoustical seat pans
- Optional tablet arms

**University Seating** Accommodate a wide variety of individuals with floor-mounted bases and swing-away seating that automatically returns to the forward position. Large worksurfaces provide ample writing or computing space.

- Straight or curved worksurfaces
- Flat or sloped floor mount
- On surface or undersurface power and data
- Eight seating styles and eight edge styles
- Optional modesty panels
Wharton™ Lectern The ultimate in advanced presentation technology, this state-of-the-art lectern features complete control and comfort. It accommodates a touch-screen monitor or laptop access and features electronically adjustable height to fit most presenters.
- Two additional external power outlets
- Adjustable light and microphone
- Expanding plexi-glass top
- Keyboard drawer available
- Two swing-out drink caddies

Backbone® Media Platform Designed to respond to the growing demand of media and technology integration, Backbone is a media-sharing platform that supports technology, optimizes collaboration, and enhances flexibility.
- Wall-mounted or base-mounted flat screen
- Secured switching hardware - accommodates Altinex, Extron, or FSR
- Single-table or multiple-table units
- Multiple-table units with Enlite, Trek or Synthesis bases

DataLink® Table System A highly flexible, easily reconfigurable table system with “computer friendly” design and laid-in-wiring. Folding legs style allows for compact storage.
- Fixed or folding legs
- Wedges to form radiused configurations in three edge styles
- Large-capacity wire trough assembly
- Optional PowerUp® modules or grommets

Flat Screen Garage® Designed with convenience and security in mind. When you need high-tech access, just press the button and the worksurface instantly transforms into a computing center.
- Individual electronic controls are mounted under the worksurface
- Users can choose optimal height and screen articulation for their needs
- Optional keyless remote locks down an entire room of monitors for security

Smart Lift® Table Smart Lift is an intuitive and secure response to managing flat screen monitors within learning or teaming environments. With a simple push, Smart Lift transforms from a flat, multipurpose table surface to an interactive multimedia tool.
- Single units: 36”, 38”, 42” and 54” wide
- Double units: 60”, 66”, and 72” wide
- Three edge styles
- Optional PowerUp modules
- Optional electric or manual lock
**InTandem® Table System**  Impressively wire management. Compelling appearance. Flexible configurations. The InTandem table system is the easiest way to manage power and data.

- 8-wire, hard wire or non-powered beams
- Beam has flip-down doors with convenient access from front or back
- Multiple table depths, lengths and leg heights available
- Three privacy screen/divider heights

**Laptop Garage®**  The Laptop Garage allows any room to adapt to multiple uses and reduces the need for dedicated computer classrooms and labs. Designed for use on InTandem®, PowerComm®, DataLink® and WorkZone® tables.

- Flat writing surface when closed
- Compact design leaves plenty of leg room
- Optional key fob locks down an entire room of laptops or individual units for security

**Qi Wireless Power Grommet**  Qi provides a convenient, powerful and integrated solution for wireless power. The Qi grommet can be installed in virtually any work surface to deliver convenient, wireless charging.

- Optional security bracket secures the grommet to the work surface
- 4”-wide module comes with a standard 70”-long power cord
- Works with any Qi-enabled device

**Flat Screen Support**  Offers a sleek design and building block versatility to ergonomically configure one screen to a bank of four screens.

- Supports up to 80 lbs.
- Swivel/tilt adapter allows monitor to rotate from landscape to portrait
- Mount double or back-to-back
- Space-saving clamp base attaches to worksurfaces up to three inches thick

**PowerUp® Module**  The innovation PowerUp system makes power and data access easy and discrete. A power module mounts onto a comprehensive variety of work surfaces (desking systems, powered tables, fixed tables, mobile tables, or folding tables).

- Easy open, easy close, easy connection
- One duplex receptacle and two data ports
- User-friendly, press-release action opening

**Pneumatic Monitor Arm**  Combines style, function and ergonomics to create comfortable, productive workstations. Allows users to easily adjust monitors to a comfortable viewing position helping reduce worker fatigue and increase productivity.

- Intuitive fingertip control
- Arm easily clamps to desk edge or through a grommet
- Pivot arm freely moves from optimum viewing distance and height to out-of-the-way position
- Available with wall and rail mount clamps
Training / Conference

**Barron® Table** Greater selection. Superior reliability. At no extra charge. Classic styling in every shape and size.
- Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles (Plus shown)
- Three base styles and field-installable rolling Barron base
- Multiple table shapes and edge styles
- Optional wire management and PowerUp® modules or grommets
- Field replaceable components

**Crossroads® Library Furniture** Timeless Crossroads furniture blends into any setting with an inviting transitional design and clean, understated details. Available in six wood finishes.
- Curved or straight styles
- Carrels in two heights and tables in three heights
- Panel leg or rectangular, square and round 4-leg tables
- PowerUp modules or grommets

**DataLink® Multipurpose Tables** Classic styling with a contemporary edge. The graceful base provides a clean line, which complements the elliptical upright.
- Fixed, folding or flip-top bases
- Lightweight tops
- “Plus” styles allow for multiple ganged tables (Plus shown)

**Enlite® Table Collection** Responsive, efficient and dependable. Exactly what you need in a training table.
- Nesting in 2 shapes (swash and rectangle)
- Fixed in 10 shapes (swash, rectangle, quarter round, boat, scale-up, boomerang, trapezoid, half hex, square, or round)
- Casters or glides
- Three edge options
- Options include: wire management, PowerUp modules or grommets, and ganging
Portico™ Table A fresh look. An attractive accent. A perfect complement. The elliptical steel tubing reflects a contemporary style.
- Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
- Three base styles, four edge styles
- Eight table shapes
- Color matching trim available

Hurry Up!® Tables Quick to set up. Easy to reconfigure. Simple to store. It just doesn’t get much easier!
- Quick and simple one-step release
- Optional lightweight top
- Innovative leg-within-leg design for compact nesting

Inquire® Tables Contemporary design. Versatile shapes. Simple functionality. Inquire tables can be used separately or grouped together to create conference tables for group discussions.
- Sleek, fluted leg design
- Straight and cantered legs
- Locking casters or height-adjustable glides
- Variety of shapes and sizes

Toggle™ Adjustable Table Featuring value and versatility at its best. Toggle™ adjustable tables extend the benefits of electronically-modulated sit-stand work surfaces to everyone. Affordable features and durable design allow Toggle™ to transform the workplace with healthy flexibility and mass appeal. Toggle™ tables offer a wide-ranging height adjustment of 26 to 52 inches
- T base
- Height adjusts 26” to 52”
- Rectangular or 120° corner
- Various sizes
Supporting the Staff: Training / Conference

**WorkUp® Adjustable Table**
WorkUp delivers easy-to-use adjustability with a clean design and consistent profile. The clean design is enhanced through the absence of a low-mounted crossbar, which maximizes leg room and improves the overall design.
- Tapered base with 3” column; or Disc base with 4" or 5" column
- 29” and 42” fixed heights or adjustable height range of 22-48"
- Five adjustment mechanisms: electric, ANSI HFES electric, counterbalance, crank, ratchet
- Square or round tops in various sizes with laminate or wood veneer

**Synthesis® Tables**
A combination of great design, versatility and power. With graceful style and integrated wire management capability, this table inspires collaboration and conversation.
- Clean, light base design in fixed, folding or flip top
- Pin-height adjustability
- Unique optional modesty panel
- Discreet mobility when rolling option is specified

**Venue® Table**
A custom table that’s as versatile as it is beautiful.
- Available in veneer and laminate
- Numerous base, edge and finish options
- Field replaceable components

**Trek® Tables**
Fresh, contemporary design and superior functionality. Available in folding, fixed or flip-top models with standard or lightweight tops.
- Oversized glides or two-tone casters complement the leg design
- Optional quick-release modesty panels available
- PowerUp modules provide convenient power and data access

**WorkUp® Adjustable Table**
WorkUp delivers easy-to-use adjustability with a clean design and consistent profile. The clean design is enhanced through the absence of a low-mounted crossbar, which maximizes leg room and improves the overall design.
- Tapered base with 3” column; or Disc base with 4" or 5" column
- 29” and 42” fixed heights or adjustable height range of 22-48"
- Five adjustment mechanisms: electric, ANSI HFES electric, counterbalance, crank, ratchet
- Square or round tops in various sizes with laminate or wood veneer

**Venue® Table**
A custom table that’s as versatile as it is beautiful.
- Available in veneer and laminate
- Numerous base, edge and finish options
- Field replaceable components
**Impress® Ultra Task Chair**  The great comfort of Impress seating with a mesh back that conforms to the unique curvature of your back.
- Mid-back or high-back styles
- Seat adjustment
- Back-height adjustment
- Armless, T arms, loop arms, or adjustable loop arms
- Field replaceable components

**Impress® Task Chair**  Premium features at an affordable price.  Great comfort.  Stunning design.
- Back-height adjustment
- Armless, T arms, or loop arms
- Height- and width-adjustable arms
- Optional seat-depth adjustment
- Field replaceable components

**Engage® Task Chair**  One size doesn’t fit all.  One chair does.  It adjusts to your body.  It adapts to your tasks.  It even fits your budget.
- Armless, fixed arms, height-adjustable arms, or pivoting armcaps
- Poly or upholstered back
- Task stool also available
- Field replaceable components

**Cinturon™ Task Chair**  Professional seating that is as ergonomic as it is eye appealing.  Overall elegance, attention to detail and unique stitching make a powerful statement.
- Mid-back or high-back styles
- Wood or upholstered arms
- Locking knee tilt
- Field replaceable components
**Strive® Task Chair** With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, Strive task chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points. This simple, yet elegant design is both comfortable and affordable. Also available as a task stool.
- Cantilevered arms or armless
- Upholstered or poly seat
- Field replaceable components

**Kismet® Task Chair** Get the comfort, durability and simplicity of use that you expect, at a price that you wouldn’t expect. Adjusts with ease. Solid and well built. Great cushioning and support.
- Simple or advanced function
- Mid-back and high-back styles
- Armless, T arms or loop arms
- Field replaceable components

**Torsion® Task Chair** Lightweight and small in scale. Easy to move. Exceptional comfort in an inexpensive task chair. Back flexes smoothly for passive ergonomic comfort.
- Poly or upholstered seat and back
- Armless or T arms
- Field replaceable components

**OnTask™ Chair** When a simple, effective and attractive task chair is the goal, OnTask is the solution. It combines contemporary style with simple, essential functions at a modest price. OnTask helps keep users on task.
- Offers a slender profile and a sleek, refined look
- Price point offers extreme value
- Four arm options: 360° pivot arm, T-arm, fixed loop arm, adjustable loop arm
- Armless option available
**Torsion Air® Nesting Chair** Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Torsion Air nesting chairs are available with arms, armless, flip-up tablet, or Piretti tablet and provide nesting chair solutions for any application. The Torsion Air seating collection also includes stack chairs, task chairs, and task stools.

- Nests for easy storage and mobility
- Mesh back available in black or grey
- Patented torsion flex mechanism allows 12 degrees of back flex
- Tested and warranted for use by persons 300 pounds or less

**Strive® Chair** With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, the Strive chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points.

- Cantilevered or loop arms, armless or with tablet
- Upholstered or poly seat
- Optional casters for mobility
- Field replaceable components

**Torsion On the Go!® Chair** It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for storage. Comfortable as a task chair. Affordable as a side chair.

- Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
- Arms, armless or tablet arms
- Field replaceable components

**MI6® Seating** Designed by Allesandro Piretti, MI6 Seating is a mobile and affordable nesting option.

- Arms, armless, or tablet arm
- Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
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Supporting the Staff:  Administration

Aristotle® Casegoods, Impress® Task Chair, Versa® Chair

Genius® Wall
Aston™ Guest Chair, Aristotle™ Casegoods, Impress® Ultra Task Seating
700 Series® Desking A flexible, freestanding modular system of desk components that accommodates a variety of user preferences and work requirements. Components are easy to install, reconfigure and expand.
- Desks, returns, bridges, credenzas and corner units
- Full-height or partial-height modesty panels and privacy screens and full end panels

All Terrain® Mobile Furniture With the largest collection of mobile tables and storage elements in the industry, All Terrain mobile furniture provides mobility where you need it, versatility when you need it and organization all the time.
- Tables come in seven shapes, five edges and numerous sizes
- Markerboards are made of lightweight foamcore and are magnetic, two-sided and mobile.

Aristotle® Casegoods A modular, flexible design with a broad offering of sizes and shapes. Aristotle conforms to the functional needs of any office environment.
- Silver door frame, metal leg and desktop screen accents
- Solid construction with no visible fasteners
- 1” thick work surfaces, tops and end panels
- Surfaces are manufactured using high-performance thermally fused laminate
- Variety of storage options available
Darwin® Wood Casegoods  Its warm look and elegant solid wood edges make Darwin casegoods a superb designer tool and an excellent value.

- Modular, non-handed pedestals
- Fully veneered drawer and cabinet interiors
- Crown molding on overheads
- Fully finished tops, side and back on all cases
- Three edge choices and five wood finishes

Delsanti® Wood Casegoods  Durability. Value. Quality. Delsanti casegoods are designed to increase your flexibility.

- Extensive choice of components, shapes and sizes
- Total modularity, hundreds of office solutions
- Fully veneered drawer and cabinet interiors
- Fully finished tops, side and backs on all cases
- Five wood finishes
**Genesis® Desking** Lets you adjust your desk height as easily as you raise or lower your chair. Freestanding design makes reconfigurations simple.
- Pin adjustable, crank adjustable, electric adjustable or fixed
- Straight or curved worksurfaces in six shapes
- Optional modesty panel and screens
- PowerUp module and/or wire management trough

**True® Desking System** A true combination of power and productivity. Flexible form. Powerful function. Dynamic style. This innovative system seamlessly fuses contemporary and classic styles.
- Various shape worksurfaces for multiple desking configurations
- Privacy screens, dividers and modesty panels
- Universal or Balance® overheads
- Power and data expertly managed
- Transaction countertops

**WorkZone® Desking** Adjusts to your workspace, private places or collaborative spaces. Highly adaptable and affordable. Beautifully designed. Wired with five levels of power access.
- Optional PowerUp module or grommets
- Multiple height and adjustable height worksurfaces in various shapes
- Privacy screens and full panel option
Movable Walls.

Addressing your challenges, your budget and your realities.

Inspired Solutions.

Meeting the needs of patients, families and staff.

Healthcare environments encompass a variety of architectural spaces – from veterans and community hospitals to ambulatory care centers, academic medical centers and medical office buildings. When it comes to defining space in these varied environments, KI movable walls provide the ideal solution.

A Measurable Difference.

While the impressive visual qualities of KI movable wall are immediately apparent, it’s often the inherent qualities of the product that bring the greatest value to healthcare environments; qualities that enhance the physical and emotional well-being of patients, families and healthcare staff, and drive positive measurable outcomes.

These include:

**Improved Air Quality** – KI movable walls produce no chemical emissions (versus drywall construction which produces dirt and dust, as well as hazardous offgassing).

**Infection Control** – KI movable walls are available in a variety of finishes which support the cleaning with a 1:10 bleach solution.

**Supports Privacy** – KI movable walls have best-in-class Sound Transmission Classification (STC) ratings and support privacy and HIPAA compliance.

**Enhanced Daylighting and Views** – Light has been proven to be an important environmental factor. KI movable walls with glass panels promote a sense of well-being and enhance productivity.

**Reduces Construction Time** – KI movable walls support lean principles of building and operations. Providing opportunity to expedite the construction timeline and revenue generation.

**Functional, Flexible and Sustainable.**

KI movable walls are highly functional and flexible. They adapt quickly and easily to the ever-changing demands of healthcare environments—and do so in a way that promotes sustainable practices. In fact, KI movable walls are Greenguard® Children and Schools certified, making them ideal for environmentally sensitive facilities.
Lightline™ Movable Walls
Lightline’s seamless, unitized connections maximize natural lighting for brighter, more attractive spaces, which result in more efficient and productive environments. Most importantly, Lightline’s unique ability to be specified with unlimited butt-glazing allows you to design spaces with no visual breaks, because Lightline panels don’t require vertical posts, and its thinner, smaller rectilinear profiles practically go unnoticed.

Lightline Movable Wall supports the principles of Evidence-Based Design (EBD) by offering a flexible solution that supports positive outcomes from the perspective of all users within the built environment. Studies show the positive contribution natural light brings to overall morale, promoting healing environments while providing the overall positive experience for the family.

- Easily integrates with Genius wall and other architectural elements
- Walls can measure up to 120” high and 48” wide per panel
- Versatile door offerings include sliding or pivot options in glass, wood or other substrates
- Unitized butt-glazing between panels makes unsightly vertical posts unnecessary
- 2” base thickness delivers a clean look, while durable ½”- thick tempered glass improves the STC rating
- Rectilinear profiles allow more passive visuals, while minimalistic proportions provide clean aesthetics

Genius® Movable Walls
Easily reconfigurable to adjust to the facility spaceplanning needs. Lifelong durability. Excellent fit and finish. And, an unprecedented Sound Transmission Class rating of 44-48 for superb acoustical privacy.

- Non-progressive design for quick reconfiguration
- Removable panel shells provide easy access to power and data
- Quiet installation – no tools, no hammering, no disruption
- Greenguard™ tested and approved – 99% reusable – 96% recyclable – made with more than 70% recycled aluminum
**Administration**

**Unite® System** Unite is a simple, responsive approach to space that unifies people, furniture and architecture to create high-performance work environments.

- Adapts to workspace changes
- Spans multiple work styles and levels of privacy
- Tower-based, benching, loose and traditional planning options
- Simple and quick to specify, order and install

**StudioWorks® System** Provides enhanced functionality and expandable space planning to respond to team-based environments. Products function on their own or within an existing panel system.

- Lifted panels – 6” or 12” from floor
- Large horizontal shells – interchangeable
- Flat trim – standard and metallic trim colors
- Tethered screens
- Power access throughout the span
- Island for tight spaces, bench for sit/store options
System 3000® Panel System Effectively organizes the workplace by maximizing available space. Unlimited design possibilities. This modular system consists of panels, worksurfaces and storage components that can be designed as shared workstations or private offices.

- Glass, fabric or fabric-covered acoustical panels
- Base feed or top feed 8-wire electrical
- Numerous worksurface shapes and countertops
- Universal or Balance overhead storage
- Pedestal files and lateral files

WireWorks® Panel System A fresh design appeal with unprecedented configurability. A place for every wire and cable. All this along with appealing aesthetics and innovative practicality make this an ideal system for your workspace.

- Easy panel connections
- Lay in wiring anywhere in the panel
- Structural flexibility – easy to reconfigure panels and move cables
- Monolithic, segmented and/or stackable tiles
- Doors and windows provide privacy
- Wall heights – 30” to ceiling height

Athens® Table Athens tables bring people together, inspiring conversation and collaboration. Available in a variety of sizes and finishes.

- Three base styles in two standard heights
- Laminate or wood veneer top
- Steel and aluminum bases
- Field replaceable components

Barron® Table Greater selection. Superior reliability. At no extra charge. Classic styling in every shape and size.

- Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles (Plus shown)
- Three base styles and field-installable rolling Barron base
- Multiple table shapes and edge styles
- Optional wire management and PowerUp® modules or grommets
- Field replaceable components
DataLink® Multipurpose Tables Classic styling with a contemporary edge. The graceful base provides a clean line, which complements the elliptical upright.

- Fixed, folding or flip-top bases
- Lightweight tops
- “Plus” styles allow for multiple ganged tables

Portico™ Table A fresh look. An attractive accent.
A perfect complement. The elliptical steel tubing reflects a contemporary style.

- Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
- Three base styles, four edge styles
- Eight table shapes
- Color matching trim available

Synthesis® The perfect blend of form and function.
Inspired by architecture. Designed for collaboration.
Integrated for power. Optional integrated wire management lets you stay connected.

- Fixed, folding, rolling, and “Plus” styles
- T, TT, offset, and X bases
- Eight shapes, 14 edges, numerous sizes
- Options: integrated wire management, modesty, pin-height adjustable, veneer tops, rolling base

Toggle™ Adjustable Table Extend the benefits of electronically-modulated sit-stand work surfaces to everyone. Affordable features and durable design transform the workplace with healthy flexibility and mass appeal.
Height adjustment of 26 to 52 inches

- T base
- Height adjusts 26” to 52”
- Rectangular or 120° corner
- Various sizes
Venue® Table  A custom table that’s as versatile as it is beautiful.
• Available in veneer and laminate
• Numerous base, edge and finish options
• Field replaceable components

Altus® Task Chair
Altus offers exceptional comfort with precise fit and finish in an elegant design.
• Task or conference chairs
• Constant lumbar support
• Mesh or fabric back
• Optional headrest on task chairs

WorkUp® Adjustable Table
WorkUp delivers easy-to-use adjustability with a clean design and consistent profile. The clean design is enhanced through the absence of a low-mounted crossbar, which maximizes leg room and improves the overall design.
• Tapered base with 3” column; or Disc base with 4” or 5” column
• 29” and 42” fixed heights or adjustable height range of 22-48”
• Five adjustment mechanisms: electric, ANSI-HFES electric, counterbalance, crank, ratchet
• Square or round tops in various sizes with laminate or wood veneer

Engage® Task Chair
One size doesn’t fit all. One chair does. It adjusts to your body. It adapts to your tasks. It even fits your budget.
• Armless, fixed arms, height-adjustable arms, or pivoting armcaps
• Poly or upholstered back
• Task stool also available
• Field replaceable components
Impress® Task Chair The Impress® Collection features the world's first true ergonomic task chair. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Grazie's Perfect Pivot™ is a patented frictionless mechanism that exactly mirrors natural body movement to provide the ultimate in sitting comfort. Artful and timeless, Grazie's gracefully sculpted design and ingenious function blend beautifully in any environment.

- Pivot point aligns exactly with yours for ultimate comfort
- Fixed arms or armless
- All poly, poly back/upholstered seat, or upholstered back/upholstered seat
- Task stool available

OnTask™ Chair When a simple, effective, and attractive task chair is the goal, OnTask is the solution. It combines contemporary style with simple, essential functions at a modest price. OnTask helps keep users on task.

- Offers a slender profile and a sleek, refined look
- Price point offers extreme value
- Four arm options: 360° pivot arm, T-arm, fixed loop arm, adjustable loop arm
- Armless option available

Impress® Ultra Task Chair The great comfort of Impress seating with a mesh back that conforms to the unique curvature of your back.

- Mid-back or high-back styles
- Seat adjustment
- Back-height adjustment
- Armless, T arms, loop arms, or adjustable loop arms
- Field replaceable components
Kismet® Task Chair
Get the comfort, durability and simplicity of use that you expect, at a price that you wouldn’t expect. Adjusts with ease. Solid and well built. Great cushioning and support.
- Simple or advanced function
- Mid-back and high-back styles
- Armless, T arms or loop arms
- Field replaceable components

Torsion® Task Chair
- Poly or upholstered seat and back
- Armless or T arms
- Field replaceable components

Torsion Air® Task Chair
Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Torsion Air task chairs offer a breathable mesh back for air ventilation and natural coolness for reviving comfort. The supple, flexible mesh conforms to the unique curvature of your back and provides integral lumbar support.
- Available with arms or armless
- Standard flip-up tablet
- Mesh back available in black or grey
- Tested and warranted for use by persons 300 pounds or less

Strive® Task Chair
With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, Strive task chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points. This simple, yet elegant design is both comfortable and affordable. Also available as a task stool.
- Cantilevered arms or armless
- Upholstered or poly seat
- Field replaceable components
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Affina® Guest Chair  Affina® is an elegant and sophisticated comprehensive healthcare collection that allows for visual continuity from the lobby to the patient room.
- Soft lines and inviting curves
- Armless, open or closed arms
- Contrasting fabric available

Aston™ Guest Chair  The timeless design of the Aston chair makes it an elegant choice for any setting. Its curved upholstered back provides exceptional comfort and support while its arching, slightly rolled wood back rail adds rich detail.
- Sculpted legs and arms
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Solid construction

Bantam™ Guest Chair  Practical design with superior detail. Its clean and timeless lines exemplify simplicity while remaining contemporary.
- Versatile, durable and comfortable
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Simple sophistication and subtle detail

Boss Design 200 Series Low Back Chair  Boss Design 200 Series Seating offers a gently contoured low-back style with generous proportions and elegant attention to detail.
- Swivel base
- Generous proportions
**Briar® Guest Chair** Extremely versatile, the Briar Guest Chair meets design needs without sacrificing comfort, convenience or quality.
- Closed and open arm styles
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Field replaceable components
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Perth® Guest Chair** The soft lines and gentle curves of the Perth Guest Chair create a variety of design options to meet long-term seating needs.
- Closed and open arm styles
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Field replaceable components
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Flex™ Guest Chair** With versatility as flexible as its name suggests, the Flex guest chair is a comfortable and effective solution for all seating needs.
- Closed and open arm styles
- Durable hardwood arms available in a variety of finishes
- Clean out area between seat and back

**Boss Design 200 Series High Back Chair**
The 200 Series High-back Seating, part of the Boss Design 200 Series Seating and Tables Collection, offers gently sculpted high-back contours, generous proportions and elegant attention to detail ... it’s the ultimate statement piece.
- Swivel base
- Generous proportions

**Collection Item**
**Quatro™ Guest Chair** With its beautifully exposed hardwood arms, Quatro seating exhibits a stylish charm that is adaptable and accommodating.
- Able to stack four high
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Infinite upholstery and leather selections

**Soltíce® Guest Chair** The Soltíce guest chair has an elegantly transitional style. Its residential design allows for a more relaxing environment.
- Closed and open arm styles, or armless
- Durable hardwood frame available in a variety of finishes
- Clean out area between seat and back

---

**Daylight®** Daylight is the first chair of its kind to feature both a mesh seat and a mesh back. What does this mean to you? Exceptional comfort. Mesh conforms to and cradles your body.
- Stacks 44 high on dolly (12 high on floor)
- Mesh seat and back in three colors
- Weighs just 9 lbs.
- Ganging

**Matrix® Chair** High-density stack chair with an ergonomically conceived design. The compound curved seat and backrest provide a unique level of comfort and support.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly seat and back or upholstery options
- Sled base frame
- Field replaceable components
MI6® Seating  Designed by Allesandro Piretti, MI6 Seating is a mobile and affordable nesting option.
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back

• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Poly seat and back or upholstery options
• Sled base frame
• Stacks up to 25 high on dolly.
• Field replaceable components

Opt4® Chair  Opt4 responds to the need for an easy-to-carry, easy-to-stack, easy-to-clean and easy-to-move chair. The mesh/mesh style weighs a mere 7.3 pounds – the lightest high-density stack chair available.
• Stacks 40 high on dolly (10 high on floor) for efficient storage
• Mix and match design and price options: mesh/mesh, mesh/poly, poly/mesh, poly/poly

Torsion Air® Nesting Chair  Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Torsion Air nesting chairs are available with arms, armless, flip-up tablet, or Piretti tablet and provide nesting chair solutions for any application. The Torsion Air seating collection also includes stack chairs, task chairs, and task stools.
• Nests for easy storage and mobility
• Mesh back available in black or grey
• Patented torsion flex mechanism allows 12 degrees of back flex
• Tested and warranted for use by persons 300 pounds or less
Strive® Chair  With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, the Strive chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points.

- Cantilevered or loop arms, armless or with tablet
- Upholstered or polypropylene
- Ganging option
- Optional casters for mobility

Rapture® Chair  A versatile stack chair with contemporary design. Superior comfort at an affordable price.

- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Poly back has dimpled detail and lip handle
- Casters or glides
- Field replaceable components
- Wallsaver option

Piretti Stack Chair  Combines clean style with “personalized” flex-back comfort. An innovative mechanism instantly adjusts back tension to match the user’s weight.

- Four-leg or sled base styles with or without arms, tablets and bookracks
- Upholstered or polypropylene
- Ganging option
- Field replaceable components

Silhouette® Chair  A unique blend of elegant design, affordability and exceptional quality. The flex back and contoured shell minimize pressure points for remarkable comfort.

- Arms or armless
- Chair or stool
- Nylon shell or upholstered
- Field replaceable components

Strive® Chair  With incredible comfort and a back that encourages movement and relaxation, the Strive chair provides lateral back support and dissipates pressure points.

- Cantilevered or loop arms, armless or with tablet
- Upholstered or poly seat
- Optional casters for mobility
**Torsion On the Go!® Chair**  It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for storage. Comfortable as a task chair. Affordable as a side chair.
- Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Field replaceable components

**Torsion® Stack Chair**  Exceptional ergonomic comfort at a moderate price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment.
- Arms or armless
- Flex back
- Three frame styles (four-leg, sled base and cantilevered sled base)
- Stacks up to six high on dolly
- Field replaceable components

**Versa® Chair**  A small-scale guest chair with big comfort. Versatile. Functional. Durable.
- Arms, armless or tablet arm
- Basic, Standard, Conference or Junior styles
- Four frame styles (four-leg, sled base, wallsaver or basic)
- Field replaceable components

**Medical & Laboratory Stools**  Combining comforts with a high level of functionality, KI’s stools are ideal for medical and laboratory applications. Choose from four styles that are durably constructed to withstand rigorous use.
- Available with pneumatic hard or foot-operated height adjustability
- Soft black safety casters reduce surface markings on wood, tile, linoleum and other hard surfaces
- Field replaceable components
All Terrain® Storage With the largest collection of mobile tables and storage elements in the industry, All Terrain storage provides mobility where you need it, versatility when you need it and organization all the time.

- The wide line of modular storage includes pedestals, binder towers, storage towers and more
- Tables come in seven shapes, five edges and numerous sizes
- Markerboards are made of lightweight foamcore and are magnetic, two-sided and mobile
- Optional storage accessories include hard bins, file folder hangers and pencil cups
**700 Series® Filing & Storage** 700 Series files offer durability and customization — sizes, colors, configurations. The storage line integrates with every KI office product.

- Limitless color options, multiple heights and several depths allow users to define the storage to their space and needs
- 1-1/2" drawer module allows for nearly endless combinations of drawers
- Movable while fully loaded

---

**Balance® Overhead Storage**

Designed to comply with all ADA guidelines regarding reach and force, Balance overheads open and close from a seated position, requiring less than five foot-pounds of force to operate.

- Available in all paint colors, door also available in five core KI colors, translucent, fabric and high-pressure laminate
- Door can be operated with a hook or closed fist using less than five foot-pounds of force
- Unit is completely “balanced” during its operation, ensuring that it will never spring open or slam shut
U-Series® Files  U-Series storage makes the most of even the smallest footprints without compromising functionality. It’s cost effective and exceptionally efficient. U-Series offers resourceful storage solutions that promote more flexible configurations and a wider variety of work styles.

- Pedestals and double pedestals
- Credenzas
- Wardrobe/Cabinets

Smart Touch® Storage  Inspired by Europe’s desire to provide bold furniture with clean lines and built off the 700 Series® file platform, Smart Touch adds a KI-exclusive slide suspension that allows drawers to be opened and closed without the use of an external pull. A simple touch is all you need.

- Available in any color, Smart Touch storage can be specified on any KI file with drawers and doors
- The touch latch operation means Smart Touch storage does not define the look of a workspace; rather, the storage merely accentuates the environment
Spacesaver® Storage

With new developments in healthcare delivery come more instruments, supplies, medications and records. And each department in your facility has unique storage needs. As a storage solutions leader, Spacesaver has the technology to meet those demands. With Spacesaver high density, mobile storage systems, everything’s right on hand, giving you quick, easy access to supplies and materials right at your point of need. You save both steps and time so you can spend more hours caring for patients.

- Innovative rail system allows for mobility and flexibility to maximize your storage space and optimize your workspace
- Variety of door styles including glass, plexiglas, stainless steel or wood
- Numerous shelving configurations with optional bin storage
- Unit locks and keypad entry systems available for security control

Spacesaver is a KI subsidiary in high density storage.

www.spacesaver.com
The Drift Collection from Pallas® Textiles
Designed collaboratively with Laura Guido Clark, the Drift™ Collection celebrates the concept of randomness in a time when mass production has given rise to predictability and uniformity. The four patterns that comprise the Drift Collection (Field Play, Fracture, Off Track and Patina) each push the parameters of perfection, providing dynamic and unexpected patterns.
Thoughtfully Designed for Healthcare.
The right textiles are essential to the overall healthcare experience. The comprehensive interior collections from Pallas Textiles can transform, enhance and elevate any healing environment.

The New Aesthetics of Healthcare.
Whether it's upholstery or privacy curtains, textiles can create a supportive environment for patients and contribute to a comforting aesthetic.

As the benefits of a holistic healing approach have come to light, the importance of interior design has received new emphasis. The right combination of colors, patterns, textures, fabrics and finishes are essential to the healthcare environment. They instill a sense of calm and promote healing. They also establish expectations about the quality of care a facility delivers. Residential aesthetics are increasingly replacing institutional ones, reflecting a departure from clinical environments to those that suggest home or hospitality.

Soothing Influences, Practical Features.
From lobby seating, to fabrics for privacy curtains, Pallas® Textiles can help create spaces that support the healing process. With tranquil patterns and restorative colors, our quality textiles and wall coverings reflect a sense of well-being to meet the needs of patients, family and staff.

Our textiles are expressly designed for longevity, holding up to the rigors of continuous use. They boast superior cleanability and innovative treatments to simplify cleaning for environmental services staff. Innovations like nanotechnologies, a superior first line of defense against stains and spills, and crypton processing, a specially engineered fabric system with an integrated moisture barrier, are just a few examples.

Pallas builds antimicrobial technology into fabrics to further aid in fighting infection-causing bacteria. Antimicrobial treatments prevent bacteria from growing on specially manufactured textiles used for seating and other surfaces. By making surfaces inhospitable to bacteria, the potential places for germs to hide are greatly reduced.

Get social with Pallas Textiles!
Looking for new healthcare product ideas or project inspiration? Have a question about a trend shaping the way you plan for healthcare environments? Then get social with Pallas by following us on our social media channels:

facebook: pallastextiles.com/facebook
twitter: pallastextiles.com/twitter
pinterest: pallastextiles.com/pinterest
youtube: pallastextiles.com/youtube
Committed to our Environment

Conserving the planet’s resources is a shared mission at KI, one that stirs our deepest convictions. As an environmentally conscious company, we demonstrate this commitment in everything we do – from product design and manufacturing, to packaging and delivery, even the volunteer efforts of our employees.

We act with a sense of urgency to create sustainable solutions, adapt to technology, renew our resources and hold ourselves accountable for every action we take – at every level of our business.